
Resiliency and Being Your Best 
 

COVID-19 Presents the Greatest Challenge Our World Has Faced Since World War II
• We need to accept this reality. It is normal and expected to grieve loss, feel anxiety, and have 

feelings of being overwhelmed. We also need to proactively develop and use our "resiliency toolkit."

Tools to Develop Greater Resiliency
Here are proven effective practices to build our resiliency:

• Sleep: Most people need seven or more hours of sleep on most nights. We need to practice good 
“sleep hygiene” and make it a priority: A cool, quiet, dark room, with limited “screen time” and alcohol 
in the hours before bed.

• Plan and protect "detached" recovery time: Dedication taken to an extreme debilitates us. 
Humans work best with alternating work and recovery cycles. Detach during your off hours from work 
and spend time with family and friends, have immersive hobbies and interests, meet your spiritual 
needs, renew yourself. Reframe your detached recovery time as an investment in building your 
resiliency and being your best at work.

• Implement practices that will make you happier, which help you build your resiliency: It is 
indisputable and backed by research that these five activities can make us happier and able to 
perform better physically and mentally:

o Exercise.
o Mindfulness/meditation.
o Seizing opportunities for “random acts of kindness”, i.e. helping others.
o Beginning every day thinking about 3-5 things we are grateful for.
o Communicating and/or journaling “one good thing” at the end of a day. 

• Build the Ability to "Unhook" From Thoughts and Feelings: The human mind has a 
predisposition to scan the environment for threats. The vast majority of the thoughts and feelings that 
our mind generates are negative in nature, such as: worry, anxiety, comparison, perfectionism, fear, 
"imposter syndrome," and catastrophic thinking. When we get hooked by these thoughts and feelings 
we can act in ways that are not beneficial to us. Here are ways we can “unhook” from these thoughts 
and feelings:

o Key concept: We are bigger than the flow of thoughts and feelings our mind continually 
generates. We can't make these thoughts/feelings go away, but we can create distance and 
"unhook" from them so they don't drive our behavior or overwhelm us. Eventually they pass. 

o Observe your thoughts with some distance by noticing and labeling your thoughts and 
feelings. Instead of saying “I am frustrated!” say “I am noticing thoughts of frustration." Other 
examples, "I am noticing my perfectionist,” "I am noticing catastrophic thoughts."

o Then ask yourself “How helpful are these thoughts and feelings to me in this present moment" 
and "How helpful are these thoughts and feelings for moving toward being the person I value 
being to all the people in my life?” 

Languishing "Meh"
• A feeling of being aimless, joyless, and stagnating, that is not burnout or depression. Remedies: In 

addition to the above resiliency tools, we need to increase opportunities for being in a state of "flow" 
by limiting multi-tasking and protecting blocks of time. Seek out activities with purpose, new 
interests, creativity, "manageable difficulty", and enjoy time with people you love.   



Emotional Intelligence
The ability to understand our own emotional state; AND understand other people’s emotional state; AND 
the culture we are operating in; AND adjust our behavior/communication to achieve desired outcomes. 
High Emotional Intelligence allows you to be more effective in:
• Managing relationships and communicating more effectively with others.
• Leading and engaging others.
• Developing trust.
• Constructively addressing conflict.
• Remaining calm and poised under stress.

You Can Strengthen Your Emotional Intelligence
• Be approachable to receiving feedback to learn about your blind spots and how others see you.
• Pay attention to and assess: Do you focus on either you or others "shining"? 
• Before taking actions think about how it will affect others.
• Take responsibility and apologize when needed.
• Use the "unhooking from your thoughts and feelings" tool when needed.
• Examine how you react when “triggered” and use the "regaining control" tools described below.

Navigating an "Amygdala Hijacking"
The amygdala is a primitive, emotional, and reactive part of our brains that helped us survive as a 
species and respond to physical danger. Unfortunately, it is frequently maladaptive in our modern life and 
can derail us if don't navigate the moments it is triggered.

Regaining Control
Stop!: Bring awareness to our automatic reactions, know we 
are triggered. Over time, pay attention to what triggers us.
Breathe: Consciously slow and deepen breathing to calm the 
nervous system, regain focus, and to let the neocortex “catch 
up” to the run away amygdala. 
Start thinking again: Questions to reengage the neocortex:
• About yourself: What am I feeling? Why am I triggered?
• About others: What is this person’s perspective? What do 

they need? How are they feeling? 
• About a broader perspective: What are the most important outcomes? 

Will this really matter in anyone's life 6 months from now?

By building our resiliency toolkit during challenging times, we are not only helping 
ourselves in the current situation, we are developing our emotional intelligence 

which is essential to our success in our work and in our life.

Complex Thinking Brain: Neocortex Emotional Brain: the Amygdala

• IQ and working memory 
• Thinking, reflecting 
• Decision making 
• Strategizing 
• Future consequences 
• Big picture/context

• Survival Center: Flight/Fight/Freeze 
• No longer see nuances 
• Negative bias, scans for threats, real or perceived  
• High alert: increased pulse, adrenaline, cortisol 
• Rationality overwhelmed 
• 100x faster than the neocortex

Building the pause in the space 
between reaction and response


